Abstract: Bodies of Evidence – Determining the Cause of Death and
the Problem of Underdetermination
The aim of this talk is to address the problem of underdetermination as it relates to one of the
central tasks of forensic medicine, namely determining the cause and manner of suspicious deaths.
In particular, it will analyse the way in which forensic pathologists interpret available evidence in
postmortem investigation in the light of different cultural beliefs and contextual factors surrounding
the death. Determining the cause and manner of death involves numerous potentially value-laden
judgments, which are partially influenced by the institutional and cultural context where the
pathologist operates.
As the debate on the COVID-19 death rate demonstrates, determining the cause of a death can
become controversial matter even in circumstances where no foul play is suspected (e.g., Pappas
2018). When a suicide, homicide or terminal occupational illness is a possibility, causal inferences
related to past events and the death become even more contested. It has been argued that this is
partially due to practices in forensic medicine not being evidence-based or standardized (Meilia et al.
2018; Meilia et al. 2020). Autopsy has the central position in knowledge production in forensic
medicine (Timmermans 2007). Findings from tissues and biopsies are interpreted in the light of
existing pathophysiological knowledge, toxicology, epidemiological studies, genetics, applied physics
etc. (Meilia et al. 2018). Meilia et al (2018) lament that these practices tend to be more experiencethan evidence-based and note that there is considerable inter- and intra-country variation.
Moreover, deaths can be classified differently even by experts with similar backgrounds
(Timmermans 2007).
In the talk, I will analyse the process of determining the cause and manner of death by applying
Helen Longino’s account about the role of background assumptions in scientific reasoning. According
to Longino (1990, 41), "[w]hat determines whether or not someone will take some fact or alleged
fact, x, as evidence for some hypothesis, h, is not a natural (for example, causal) relation between
the state of affairs x and that described by h, but are other beliefs that person has concerning the
evidential connection between x and h”. I will show that underdetermination as an epistemological
problem is salient in determining the cause and manner of death. In addition to the analysis of the
physical evidence, determining a cause and manner of death often require interpretation of the
social and psychological circumstances and the history of the passed individual. For example,
classifying a death as a suicide requires that it has been self-inflicted and intentional (Timmermans
2005). Ascertaining both of these criteria demand inferences that go beyond what the physical
evidence tells the expert. Recognizing the role of background assumptions in the practice of forensic
medicine can help to understand disagreements between the experts in the field.
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